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To use the OpeNoise app you have to download it from the Google Play store.
Once you downloaded it, you will find this icon on your smartphone, to start the
app click on the icon.
NOTA BENE: before starting the app you have to change some battery settings
of the smartphones. You can find these informations at the end of the user
guide as you only have to do it once.
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Choose the interface option.
It is possible to change the choice later in the
Settings.
Simple
Advanced
Advanced with data saving

At the first opening of the OpeNoise app you will be asked which tipe on interface
you want to use.
Please select “Advanced with data saving” and press “OK”.
NOTA BENE: it is possible to change this option later on within the settings.
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OpeNoise allows you to measure the sound level
in real time.
Before considering reliable the data that have
been registered it is necessary to calibrate the
device.
For a correct use of the OpeNoise app please read
the “Information” and “Tutorial and Glossary”
sections.
I understood, do not show anymore

After pressing “OK” in the previous page this pop-up will open.
Select “I understood, do not show anymore” and press “OK”.
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Menu (three dots)
Reset
Min dB level

Equivalent dB level

Max dB level

Real time equivalent dB level
Save (on the right)
You are not saving data (top left)
You will save data every 1 sec (bottom left)

Once you have choosen the interface and accepted the information box you will be
able to see the “Home page” of the app.
Here you will be able to see various data: the LAMin (minimum level) of dB(A)
since the last “Reset”; the LAeq(t) (equivalent level) of dB(A) since the last “Reset”;
the LAMax (maximum level) of dB(A) since the last “Reset”; the real time LAeq
(equivalent level) of dB(A) that the app is measuring; the graph of the trend of LAeq
in real time.
Here there also are three buttons. On top right there is the “Menu” button (from
step 6), under the “Menu” there is the “Reset” button and on half right of the screen
there is the “Save” button.
The “Reset” button can be used to reset the graph on the bottom of the screen, on
the left of the “Reset” you will see the start of the measurement (since the last reset)
on the top row and the running time on the bottom row.
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Stop (on the right)
Start: day YYYY/MM/DD hour:min:sec (top left)
Lenght: days hours:mins:secs (every) (bottom left)

To start to collect data you will have to click the “Save” button. As soon as the device
starts to collect data the “Save” button will turn into a “Stop” button.
Once you start to collect data you will see (on the left of the “Stop” button):
- Start: day YYYY/MM/DD hour:minute:second of start
- Lenght: days hours:minutes:seconds (every how many sec/min) since the start
To keep collecting the data the app needs to be switched on.
If you want to stop collecting data you need to press the “Stop” button, after doing
this you will see again the “Start” button instead of the “Stop” button.
NOTA BENE: if you DO NOT SEE the “Stop” button it means you are NOT
COLLECTING DATA. Please always check twice.
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Information
Settings
Saved Data
Tutorial and Glossary
Credits
Exit

If you press the “Menu” button a list of options will be shown in the top right part
of the screen:
- Information
-Settings
- Saved Data
- Tutorial and Glossary
- Credits
- Exit
Here we will see only the “Saved Data” option and the “Settings” option as these are
the most important ones to use the OpeNoise app.

“TUTORIAL AND GLOSSARY” OPTION
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Tutorial
How to measure
Measurement of noise starts automatically with
the opening of the OpeNoise app. Measurement
interrupts selecting “Esci” from main menu of
clicking the “Go Back” button of the device (if you
click the “Home” button the measurement will
continue in background). If you click the “Reset”
button all levels will be reset at zero and you will
start with a new measure.
Calibration of the device
Every device responds in a different way to
acoustic signals, this is why a calibration is
needed.
To calibrate the device you need to check the sound
level, measured with a known value, possibly with
a professional sound level meter. Starting with
the confrontation you have to insert, in “Settings”,
the number of decibel to add or subtract (digiting
a positive or negative value, i.e. “8.9” or “-8.9”) so
that the two values are equal.
If you update the app the calibration can return
to “0.0”.

Check the dynamics
Even if calibrated, devices are not able to correctly
measure over a maximum value and under a
minimum value. Checking the dynamic means to
identify these values. After doing the calibration
it is needed to serch the max and min levels which
can be measured, possibly using a confrontation
with a professional sound level meter. Values
outside the min-max range are not reliable.
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Data saving
This option can be enabled by selecting in the
“Setting” menu the “Advanced with data saving”
interface. Doing so the “Save” button is visualized
and it allows to save a .txt file with measured
data (audio is not registered). Files are saved in
the “openoise” folder in the device local memory
(NOT in the esternal SD) and can be opened in
the “Saved Data” section or with other apps.
Graphs
In the “Simple” interface configuration it is only
visualized only one graph which represents
minimum, real time and maximum levels. In the
“Advanced” interface configuration there are 3
graphs visualized in this order:
- Time courses of global levels
- Frequency spectrum in one-third-octave and
global levels
- Frequency spectrum in constant bandwidth
calculated with FFT
touching the graph to pass to the next one.
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Glossary
dB
Is the parameter of measure of sound level
dB(A)
Is the parameter of measure of sound level
weighted in frequency according to the answer of
human ear (A ponderation)
LMin
Is the minimum sound level detected since the
beginning of the measure, expressed in dB
LAMin
Is the minimum sound level detected since the
beginning of the measure, expressed in dB(A)
LMax
Is the maximum sound level detected since the
beginning of the measure, expressed in dB
Leq(0.5-1-2 s)
Is the equivalent sound level of the last range of
time setted (0.5, 1 or 2 seconds), expressed in dB
LAeq(0.5-1-2 s)
Is the equivalent sound level of the last range
of time setted (0.5, 1 or 2 seconds), expressed in
dB(A)
Leq(t)
Is the equivalent sound level detected since the
beginning of the measure, expressed in dB
LAeq(t)
Is the equivalent sound level detected since the
beginning of the measure, expressed in dB(A)
Global level
Is the sound level calculated taking into account
of all the frequencies of the spectrum
Spectrum
Distribution along frequencies of the sound level
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One-third-octave
Is the representation of the frequency spectrum
with a costant percentage of bandwidth.
Represented data are expressed in dB
FFT
The FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is a technique
used to calculate the frequency spectrum with
a costant bandwidth. In the case of OpeNoise
bands are spaced every 25 Hz. Represented data
are expressed in dB and dB(A)

“SETTINGS” OPTION
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Settings
Visualization
Type of interface
Advanced with data saving
Colour of interface
Dark
Orientation
Normal
Icon in the notification bar
Yes
Graph visualization
Yes
Sound level meter
Calibration
0.0 dB
Time of sound level updating
1 sec
Save the spectrum
No

In the “Setting” menu the only options that should be changed are the “Calibration”
and the “Time of sound level updating”.
For the “Calibration” if you use a WIKO JERRY smatphone you can set it to
-11.5 dB, but if you use other smartphones you have to calibrate it with a
known sound source.
NOTA BENE: it is necessary to use an external microphone (as explained in the
assembly instructions) because modern smartphones have a noise reduction
software which can alter data collected.
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Saving time on document

If you choose the “Time of sound level updating” option a list of possibilities will
open up.
The range of possible savings will be between 1 second to 60 minutes, this means
that you can choose to collec data every second and up to every 60 minutes.
NOTA BENE: please choose 10 minutes as range, in this way we will have
comparable collected data.

“SAVED DATA” OPTION
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List of documents
Example of document with collected data

If you press the “Saved Data” option from the “Menu” button in the Home page you
will see a text of .txt documents as in the above image.
The document name will be composed by the date (YYYY.MM.DD) and the time in
which the measurement started (Hour.Minute.Second) plus the “.OpeNoise” text
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Open with OpeNoise
Open with another app
Share
Delete

Once you click on the file that you want to save, you will be asked if you want to:
open it with OpeNoise; open it with another app; share it; delete it.
To save and export it you have to select the “Share” option.
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Share via WhatsApp using a frequently
used contact

Share via cloud system

Share using one of the mentioned apps

As you press the “Share” button this screen will pop up.
From here you can choose how to share the selected file. As you need to have the
file saved on your laptop please select “Gmail” or “E-mail”, this has to be selected
depending on the e-mail account that you have on your smartphone.
After selecting your preferred e-mail you will see the usual screen of an e-mail. At
this point you can send the file as attachement to the e-mail.

“SMARTPHONE SETTINGS” OPTION
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Settings

Smartphones have some predefined settings that needs to be changed in order to
make the OpeNoise application work at its finest.
To change the smartphone, or tablet, settings you need to choose the “Settings”
option (in the image abothe is the one in the red circle) from the main screen as you
switch the smartphone, or tablet, on.
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Settings
Wireless and networks
Wi-Fi

Bluetooth
SIM cards
Data usage

Other
Device
Display
Sound and notifications
App
Storage and USB
Battery
Memory
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App
All the app
360 CLONE (app name)
2,03 MB

Disabled

360 Security (app name)
7,13 MB
System update
108 KB
Apps (app name)
2,01 MB
Phone assistance (app name)
12,33 MB

Once you open the “Settings” option it is possible to see there are multiple options.
You will need to scroll down and choose “App” from the “Device” group of settings
(previous page).
As you open the “App” settings you will see a list with all the apps which are on the
device. Here you will need to open the settings of the “App” page.
To do so you have to click on the “Gear symbol” on the top right part of the screen
(on the right looking at the “App” text).
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App configuration
App authorizations
Link to the app
Advanced settings
Predefined app
Moving to other app
Changes to system settings
Battery optimization

Clicking the “Gear symbol” will open the “App configuration” page.
From here you have to click on the “Battery optimization” button. Doing this you will
be able to enter the page which allows you to configurate at its best the OpeNoise
app.
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Battery optimization
All the app
360 Security
Battery usage optimized
System update
Battery usage optimized
Android System WebView
Battery usage optimized
ApeApnSetting
Battery usage optimized
App under protection
Battery usage optimized
News and weather
Battery usage optimized
Omacp
Battery usage optimized
OpeNoise
Battery usage optimized
Time
Battery usage optimized

In the “Battery optimization” page you have to click on the “OpeNoise” button, this
will allow you to change the battery setting of the app.
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OpeNoise
Optimize
This option is suggested for a longer lasting of
the battery
Do not optimize
Battery might last less
Cancel

End

This screen will open. As you can see in the image above the battery optimization
option is switched on as defautl option.
You MUST change this setting to avoid possible stopping in the recording by the
app.
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OpeNoise
Optimize
This option is suggested for a longer lasting of
the battery
Do not optimize
Battery might last less
Cancel

End

To change the option you have to click on the “Do not optimize” button. Once you
have done this you must click on the “End” button to save the new setting.
After clicking on the “End” button you can close the “Setting” page of the device
and you can start using the OpeNoise app.

